Young children’s modal productions: children differentiate modal “flavor” and force
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Results (modal responses)

• Within-subjects, 2x2 design (flavor x force)
• Trials: 4 per condition (16 total trials)
• Trial Presentation:
• all Priority then all Epistemic, or all Epistemic then all Priority
• Force pseudo-randomized within each flavor block (children either see
possibility or necessity first)

Figure 2. Which modals do adults prefer?
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Sample stories:
He {could/might/#can} be
hiding in the blue box

He {must/should/#has to} be
hiding in the blue box

Epistemic-Possibility Contexts:

Epistemic-Necessity Contexts:

[curtain falls
and rises]

She {can/could/might} go
down the yellow path

She {has to/should/must} go
down the pink path

Acquisition Background

This time, there’s a
blue box and an
orange box, so there
are two hiding
spots…

This time, there’s a
brown box and a blue
box, so there are two
hiding spots…

Previous studies show apparent gaps in children’s modals:
Priority-Possibility Contexts:

can

should

must
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will

Where’s Nick? One
spot is in the brown
box…
…but look! It’s
empty! So, Nick
*shh* be hiding in
the blue box

Priority-Necessity Contexts:

Comprehension Studies
• Children give un-adultlike judgments about the force of have to and
might in epistemic contexts [1-2]
 Do children interpret have to and might under the intended “flavor”?
Natural Production Studies
• Children don’t produce modals with epistemic flavors until at least age 3
(vs. age 2 for root flavors) [3-6]
• Context can be difficult to recover from the corpus
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Figure 3. Which modals do children prefer?
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Now, Kat is going to the
flower shop to get
flowers! There are two
ways to get to the flower
shop. One way is to go
down the brown path…

…look! Or, Kat *shh* go
down the yellow path

Now, Kat is going to the …but, uh oh! It’s
balloon store to get
blocked! So, Kat *shh*
balloons! There are two go down the pink path
ways to get to the balloon
store. One way is to go
down the brown path…
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Elicited Production Studies
• 4-5 year-olds use different modals than adults do in different flavors [7]
• What about younger children?

Results (all response types)

Take Away

This Study

• Adults: 99% of responses are modals
• Children: 36% of responses are modals

Differentiating Force
 Children tend to use possibility modals in both possibility and necessity
contexts
 Children tend to use necessity modals more in priority necessity contexts
than possibility contexts
 Children don’t seem to differentiate epistemic necessity and possibility
contexts

Question:
What modals do children (and adults) produce to express epistemic and
priority possibility and necessity?
 Do children distinguish possibility and necessity with different words?
 Do children use different words for different flavors?
Method:
What?!
• Carefully control the context for force and flavor
• How to get children to use modals:
 White noise occupies a position where an adult would
use a modal in the sentence
 Children trained to repeat sentence to shy snail puppet,
repairing the “glitch” with a word
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• Children gave more non-frame compliant answers than adults did:
 Epistemic: {I’m pretty sure/I guess/maybe} Nick {is/was/be} hiding in
the blue box
 Priority: {I think} Kat {goes/went/is going/go} down the yellow/pink
path
Figure 1. What kinds of responses do children give?
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Differentiating Flavor
 Children tend to use might for epistemic contexts and can for priority
contexts
 Children also use the same modals for both flavors: could, must and future
markers would, will, and gonna

is/was
goes/went
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